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First .La nguage Acquisition After
Childhood Differs From
Second,Language Acquisition: The
Case of American Sign Language

This study determined whetherthe long-range outcome of first-language acquisition, when the

learning Uegins after earty childhood, is similar to that of second-language. acquisition. Subiects

were 86 deaf adults who had contrasting histories of spoken and sign tanguale acquisition.

Twenty-seven subjects were born deaf and began to acquire American Sign language (ASL) as

a first ianguage at ages ranging from infancy to late childhood. Nine other subjects were born

with normlt nlaring,-which ihet bst in late childhood; they subsequently acquired ASL as a

second language (b"ou"" they had acquired spoken English as a first language in early

childhood). lSL sentence processing was measured by recall of long and complex sentences

and short-term memory for signed digits. Subjects who acquired ASL as a second language after

childhood outperformed those who acquired it as a first language at exactly the same age. In

addition, the performance of the subjects who acquired ASL as a first language declined in

association with increasing age of acquisition. Efiects were most apparent for sentence

processing skills related to lexical identification, grammatical acceptability, and memory for

sentence meaning. No efiects were found for skills related to fine-motor production and pattern

segmentation.

Kff WORDS: acqulslilon, crltlcal period, deafness, Amerlcan Sign language (ASL)'

second-language acquisltlon

Early in life children spontaneously acquire language, barring exceptional circum-

stances. For most peopie, then, any languages they learn after early childhood are

second tanguages-languages acquired over and above the prior acquisition of a first

language. For children-who are born severely or profoundly deaf, the timing of

first-language acquisition can be radically off-schedule. Unlike normally hearing

children, many deaf children have only limited access to language during eallY

childhood in either spoken or signed foims (Mayberry, 1992)' This means that the

acquisition of sign language by iome (but not all) deaf individuals is an example of

first-language acquisition begun atypically late.
The unusual circumstancei of sign language acquisition compels us to ask whether

the long-range outcome of tanguage acquisition begun after childhood is the same

regardlEss Jf *h"tn"r it is a case of first- as compared to second-language

acluisition. The present study was designed to answerthis question. The context and

moiivation for this study are rooted in previous research in spoken and sign language

acquisition and processing, as will shortly become clear.

The notion that children are better at language acquisition than adults is an old idea

that underlies much early childhood tanguage education and intervention (e.9.' see
penfield, 1g5g). Tlre "criiicat period hypothesis for tanguage acquisition" specifically

proposes that ihe outcome of ianguage acquisition is not uniform over the lifespan but
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rather is optimalwhen it occurs during childhood (Lenneberg,
1964. Although the critical period hypothesis for language
acquisition is widely held to be true (snow, 1994, it has been
very difficult to test (columbo, 1gg2). one main problem is
that the circumstances that prevent language acquisition in
early life are often so devastating to tne thitd's development
that the data are confounded (curtiss, 1927; skuse, lggg).
Two normally occurring circumstances of post-childhood
language acquisition have been available for siudy, however.
one is second-language acquisition, which has been studied
extensively.The other is sign language acquisition, the study
of which is more recent.

The long+ange outcome of second-language acquisition is
predicted in large_part by the age at which thJleaming occurs
(scovel, 1g8g). Given equal practice and training, indMduals
who begin to leam a second language during childhood or.fiper-
form their peers who begin to learn it after childhood on 

" 
uiuty

of language me€Fures (ltashen, Long, & Scarcella, 1979). The
most salient efiects of age of acquisition are on speech produc-
tion. The ability to pronounce a se@nd language without an
accent, or like a native speaker, declines gradualty throughout
childhood and precipitousry afterwards (Frege, uiaz; Frege &
Fletcher, 1992; Oyama, 19Z6). Age of acquisition has also been
found to afiect performance on tasks such as recall of sentence
meaning (oyarna 1g7g), paraphrase and synta\ skills (coppi-
eters, 1984, and grammaticaljudgments (Johnson & ttewport,
1989, 1991).

The efiects of age of acquisition on the rong-range out-
come of language acguisition are not limiteJ to iporen
languages but atso appear. in sign languages. Newport
(1988' 1990) found agg of acquisition to preoia the accurary
with whictr highly practiced deaf signers could comprehend
and produce the_complex morphology of American Sign
Language (ASL). Emmorey and corina 1rsso1 found age-ot
acquisition to predictthe speed with which deaisigners could
recognize ASL signs (i.e., words). In a series of studies,
Mayberry and hercolleagues (Mayberry, 1993; Mayberry &
Eichen, 1991; Mayberry & Fischer, lggg) have found numer-
ous efiects of age of acquisition on sign language process-
ing. The present study is an extension of thJse iindingr, ro
they are summarized here in detail.

In the first study, Mayberry and Fischer (19g9) found prior
experience wifr ASL (measured in years of usage) to predict
the performance of 5s deaf college students on-t*o kinds of
sentence-processing tasks, immediate recall and shadowing
(simultaneous reception and production of sentence stimulfi
!"ngth of sign language experience afiected performance on
Pof nro.gss.ing tasks in a rinear fashion: the ronger the signer
had used sign language (from 2 to 2O years), the more
accurately he or she could recall and shadow ASL sentences.

ln a second study, Mayberry and Fischer (19g9) measured
the comprehension performance of 16 deaf college students
{1pnalives given in both ASL and pidgin Si'gn Engtish
(PSe1.t Half the subjects were native rearneis otn-sl6nit is,
deaf adults who were raised in families headed by deaf
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parents whose primary language was sign, either ASL or
PSE). The other half of the subjects were non-native tearners
of ASL (that is, deaf adults who were raised in families
headed by normaily hearing parents whose primary ran-
guage was spoken Engrish and who used ritfle or no sign).
The subjects shadowed ASL and psE narratives and an-
swered comprehension questions aftenrard. The native
learners significantty outperformed the non-native learners
on the narrative-shadowing tasks and the comprehension-
question tasks (in both ASL and psE). In addiiion, perfor-
mance on the two tasks was significanfly and positively
correlated. Thus, performance accuracy on processing taski
given in sign language reflect the degree to which the subject
comprehended the stimuli.

In both studies, performance accuracy was further related
to the linguistic nature of the lexical substitutions the subjects
made while performing the various tasks (i.e., sentence
recall, sentence shadowing, and narrative shadowing). The
most'common lexical mistake was an omission. Less fre-
quent, but more revealing, were lexical substitutions wherein
the subject saw a particutar stimulus lexical item but re-
sponded with another one. The lexical substiiutions were
primarily of two linguistic types, semantic and phonological.

semantic lexical substitutions maintained the intended
meaning of the stimulus sentence and were consistent with
the semantic domain and syntactic role of the stimulus lexical
item. For example, one stimulus ASL sentence (translated
into English) was, "As a chird I arways prayed with my otder
brother." some subjects repeatedlthe itimulus with the
following lexicalsubstitution: "As a child lalways played with
my younger brother." This semantic lexical substitution
$tounger vs. oldef shows that the subject basically under-
stood the stimulus sentence, even though his oi her re-
sponse was not a verbatim rendition. Thus, semantic substi-
tutions were positivety correlated with both processing
accuracy and comprehension-question performance (May-
berry & Fischer, 1gg9).

Phonological lexical substitutions showed a different lin-
guistic relationship to the stimulus lexical item, one tied to
surface pattern structure but divorced from lexical or senten-
tial meaning. For example, one stimulus ASL sentence
(translated into Engtish) was, "l ate too much turkey and
potato at Thanksgiving dinner." one subject changed the
sign "anC" to the sign ,,steep', producing the re--sponse
translated as, "l ate too much turkey sleep potato." The
lexical substitution bears no semantic relationship to either
the stimulus sentence or the target lexical item (s/eep vs.
anq.However, there is a striking phonotogical reiationship
between the two signs, as Figure 1 shows. The lexical
substitution varies from the target in only one articulatory
parameter (place of articulation). The two signs rhyme in
ASL. The phonological substitution suggests that the subject
did not fully understand the sentence, which was borne out
by correlation analyses. phonological lexical substitutions
were negatively correlated with both processing accuracy
and comprehension-question performance (Mlyberry n
Fischer, 19s9). The finding showed that these mistikes were
not simple misarticulations by subjects who otherwise under-
stood the stimuli.

:?ls'il::g.lJ1qql, or p!!, is a sisn diatect that is structuraily simpter than
l:r.rf wom grder parafiers spoken Engrish and has spars6 grammaticalmorphotogy (Witbur, 1987; Wooitward, t9i3).
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ence or reflected instead age limitations on language acqui-
sition. Subjects were 49 deaf adults who had used ASLfor an
average of 42 years but began to acquire it at ages ranging
from infancy to 13 years. (Most subjects were not college
educated.) The processing task was recall of long and
complex ASL sentences. A signed digit-span task was also
administered to determine whether the subjects' short-term
memory spans were comparable.

Age of acquisition had significant efiects on several as-
pects of the subjects' performance. As age of acquisition
increased, the grammatical acceptability of the subiects'
responses declined. Likewise, as age of acquisition in-
creased, the similarity in meaning between the subjects'
responses and the stimulus sentences dectined. Age of
acquisition was further related to the linguistic nature of the
subjects' lexical substitutions. As age of acquisition in-
creased, the proportion of lexical substitutions that were
purely phonological increased while the proportion of lexical
substitutions that were purely semantic decreased. The
results demonstrated that age of acquisition has significant
efiects on the long-range outcome of sign language acquisi-
tion with respectto sentence processing (Maybgrry & Eichen,
1 9 9 1 ) .

Thus, there are clear age limitations on the outcome of
sign language acquisition just as there are for spoken lan-
guage. However, the age of acquisition efiects on sign
language processing appeared to be greater in magnitude
than those reported for spoken language for identical tasks
(Mayberry & Eichen, 1991). There is a potentially impoftant
difierence between the two kinds of data that render the
comparison illegitimate. The effects of age on the outcome of
spoken language acquisition are for learning a second lan-
guage. The efiects of age on the outcome of sign language
acquisition may be for learning a first language (for reasons
previously described). This leads us to speculate that the
timing of language acquisition may have greater effects on
the outcome of first-language acquisition than second-lan-
guage acquisition, henceforth called the first-language (L1)-
timing hypothesis.

The L1-timing hypothesis is reasonable given the efiects of
deafness on language acquisition. Children born with hearing
impairment are heterogeneous with respect to the ability to
perceive speech. Small amounts of auditory perceptual skill
in early childhood can lead to the acquisition of spoken
language, ranging from impoverished to complete develop-
ment (Geers & Moog, 1987). For some adult deaf signers,
therefore, ASL may be best characterized as a second
language because they acquired a spoken language in early
childhood. For other adult deaf signers the scenario may
have a more unfortunate outcome. Some adult signers
whose hearing losses are of a congenital and profound
nature may have acquired only scant spoken language in
early childhood prior to acquiring ASL at an older age. For
such individuals, ASL may best be characterized as a first
language acquired atypically late.

Thus, the unusual circumstances of ASL acquisition allow
us to determine whether the age limitations on the outcome
of language acquisition are uniform for both first and second
languages. The answer to this question has important impli-
cations for theories of language acquisition and critical peri-
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FIGURE 1. Examples ol a semantlc-lexlcal substltutlon (panel A)
and a phonologlcal-lexlcal substltutlon (panel B). lllustratlon by
BetU Raskln' @ R.l. MaYberry.

The results of these two studies demonstrated that as
performance on sign language processing tasks improves,
comprehension and memory for meaning improves in tan-
dem. We interpreted these results to mean that increases in
performance accuracy reflect deeper, or more complete,
processing of linguistic structure. Inaccurate performance
reflects shallow processing, that is, being intermittently stuck
at the surface-phonological level of language structure (May-
berry & Fischer, 1989).

In a third study, Mayberry and Eichen (1991) determined
whether the processing efiects uncovered in the first two
studies were due solely to length of sign language experi-
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Method

The L1-timing hypothesis was tested with a matching
design. Late-second language learners of ASL were
matched by age (and sex where possible) to three groups of
first-language learners of ASL: late-first language learners,
native learners, and childhood learners. Because the sub-
jects' acquisitional histories are crucial to the experimental
design, they are described here in detail. ffable I shows the
way in which the four groups were matched.)

Subjects

Thirty-six subjects with contrasting histories of sign lan-
guage and spoken language acquisition were recruited and
tested. To controlfor practice efiects, only subjects who had
used ASL continuously for at least 20 years were included.
(Most subjects had considerably more experience than this,
as Table 1 shows.) Subjeds were placed into four experi-
mental groups according to acquisitional history with ASL
and spoken English. Three groups of subjects were prelin-
gually (congenitally) deaf 'and used ASL as their primary
means of communication. They acquired ASL as a first
language at three different age ranges: 0-3, S-€, and g-19.
One group of subjects was posflingually deafened and used
both ASL and spoken English, ASL when in the Deaf
Community and spoken English when in the hearing com-
munity.2

For the present study, age of acquisition was defined as
the initial age at which the subject had regular contact with
other deaf individuals who used sign language as a primary
means of communication. This information was obtained
through in-depth interviews conducted in ASL. Because this
event is so salient to deaf individuals (and their famities), they
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0.40
5-8 9-13 9-15

Childhood krc-Firsr krc-Sccond
Age of ASL Acquisition

Group

FIGURE 2. The L|-tlmlng hypothesis predlcts that performance
wlll decllne prlmarlly In assocla$on with age of flist-language
acqulsltlon and less so In assoGlailon wlth age ol seion-d-
language_ acqulsltlon.!f 9se only predlcts procesllng outcome,
then performance wlll decllne In assoclation wlth age of ASL
acqulsltlon lndependent of whether lt was a flrst or second
language.

ods. Answering it requires us to examine the processing
performance of two distinct kinds of late learners of ASL.
(Late is defined here as late childhood or older.) one kind of
late learner is the deaf signer for whom ASL is a second
language learned after childhood-a late-second language-
because he or she aicquired spoken language in early
childhood as a first language, that is, a bilingual. The other
kind of late learner is the deaf signer for whom ASL is a first
language learned after childhood-a late-first language-
because he or she acquired scant spoken language in early
childhood prior to acquiring ASL, that is, a monolingual.

The L1 -timing hypothesis predicts difierential performance
on ASL processing tasks for the two types of late learners.
Specifically, subjects for whom ASL is a late-first tanguage
should perform more poorly than those for whom ASL is a
late-second language. (Figure 2 shows the data predicted by
the L1-timing hypothesis.) Alternatively, if the age limitations
on acquisition are always uniform, independent of whether
the acquisition is of a first or second language, the perfor-
mance of the two groups of late learners should not difier (as
also shown in Figure 2). Finalty, the most complete picture of
the Ll-timing hypothesis can be obtained if we also examine

TABLE 1. Sample characterlsilcs.

The implication here is not that all posilingually deafened individuals acquire
ASL and assimilate into the Deaf commu-nity. Many, possibly a majority, oo
not.Hovever, testing the L1-timing hypothesi6 requires'posflinlualf deafbned
subjec'ts who did so.

Age of Age ofASL
hearing loss acqulsltlon

Years of ASL Chronologlcal
experience age

Group Range Range Range Range M F n

Late-second
Late-first
Ghildhood
Native

(8-12) 1 1 (e15)
(0) 11 (s-13)
(0) 7 (il)
(0) Birth (0-3)

50
54
51
51

9
Birth
Birth
Birth

(2s41)
(2&61)
(31-€s)
g#n

60
60
61
51

(3u721
(4u72)
(37-711
(4H4

9
9
9
I

6 3
6 3
5 4
2 7
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havec|earanddetai|edmemoriesofi t ,whichtheyreadi|y
oescriue.Theva|idityofsubjects'se|f-reportsofwhenthis

""".t 
h"ppened is iemonstiated by recent studies' each

rho*ing iie of acquisition (defin9d in this manner) to predict

sign pe-r{ormance on a variety of tasks (Emm9ryy &-Corina'

rdgoi Mayberry, 1993; Maybbrry-& Eichen, 1991; Mayberry

& Fischer, 1989; tlewport, 1988, 1990)' $he situation is

identical to asking engiisn speakers in Canada if and when

ih;t associated iaity-witn French speakers' a memorable

"u"nt.l 
The four eiperimental groups had the following

characteristics.a-t. to""condlanguageleamers.Ninesubjectshadnor-

mal hearing tnrougf,outlarg childhood and spontaneously

acquireO sf,ofen English ai a first language beginning in

int"nry. Eich subieci was thus an unquestionable.case of

second-language icquisition of ASL' The cause of deafness

foral|subjectswasvira|infection(accordingtose|f.report)'
meningitisinsevencases,measlesinonecase'andenceph-
alitis in another. Afier becoming deaf, these subiects were

rrOt"qr"ntly educated in the company of congenitally deaf

children whose primary language was sign QS-U or-PSE in

n" t"jotity of cases, but some version 9f MG.ElManually

Coded'Englisn-in one case as described below)' For the

roit part,'the late-second language subjects acquired sign

inanimmers ionset t ing.on|y lsubiect receiveddidact ic
instruction in how to sign' Six subjects were educated in

residential schools for Jeaf chitdren after becoming deaf.

Threesubjectswereeducatedindayschoo|sandc|assesfor
deaf childien. The length of time the subiects had used ASL

iangeO from 28 to 6/years with a mean of 50 years' The

sunieAs ranged in a$eirom 37 toT2years with a mean of 60

years.
Subjectmatching.Eachsubjectinthe|ate.second|an.

guage group n 
"" 

*Itched by chlonological age (s 5 years)

io r-suoieci in each of the following three groups.of prelin-

guallydeafsigners,late-firstlanguagelearners'nativelearn-
Ers, anO cnitOnood learners. Subjects wgrl additionally

matchedforsexwherepossib le,asshowninTable l '
l_at*frrst language iearners. Nine congenitally deaf sub-

jects began to lcqulre sign lang-uage after ea.rlY childhood

betweentheages.ofgand13.Eachsubjecthadnorma| |y
hearing parents who neither knew nor used any sign lan-

gu"g"iuith him or her in childhood or adolescence. Like the

i-"t"-.'."cond language tearners, the late-first language learn-

ers acquired sig-n inln immersion setting. They acquired sign

whentheyenro||edinresidentia|schoo|sfordeafchi|dren
(betweenihe ages of 9 and 13). Prior to attending residential

icnoob, they nid attended a variety of schools where sign

3lndividuals who assimilate into ths Deaf community do not necessarily all

have the same degree oiAsu proficiency even though.thgv,use the language

iJ intlrpersona.6mmunica$on. The situation is identical. for example' to an

English-speaking communitin *tti"n many members aro highly proficient in

Efiii;h tJucn aiaoun naiu6 ipeakers) but others are less proficient (such as

children or second-tans;S" .p"afeoi: despite this variation, communication
il 

.|]jtiil' 
;-o""ur 

"tr,liotJpioncient 
sp6akers adapting to those with less

ilfi;ffit. Thus, iOentidcaiion't ix't anO assimilation into the Deaf Community

lo", not imply uniform p'on"i"n.v in ASL The research studies cited here

,r,*, n"t n'sl users nJu" a wid6 ranga of proficierrcy.relale{ to the sarne

faAors that produce uariatilit' in ipoferitangtiage. (For descriptions of ASL in

the Deaf Community, ;;le;#' tsag, Faoden & Humphries' 1988' and

Schien, 1989.)
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language was neither used nor known' Each subject reported

thatheorshewastransferredtoares ident ia |schoo|be.
cause his or her spoken language was deemed insufiicient

for educationat purioses. Annougn no formal assessment of

spoken language skills was given, only 1 subject reported

being able to use speech for Lommunication purposes' The

Lft,i ; time these subjects had used ASL ranged from 28

io Oi y""ts with a mean of 54 years' They ranged in age from

40 to 72 years with a mean of 60 years'

chitdiood learners. Nine congenitally deaf subjects be-

g*i" Lcquire sign between the ages of 5 and 8 years when

in"y 
"nrolied 

in i school with other deaf children who used

;id ilgrage. Each subject had normally hearing parents

*fro n.iinei knew nor used any sign with them during

cnitonoodorado|escence.Thesesubjects|earnedlo.signin
an immersion setting in residential schools for deaf children'

ihe residential schiol was the first educational experience

for 7 subjects; 2 other subjects began their education in day

ctasses fbr deaf children where sign language was not used;

they later were transferred to a residential school (at age 8)'

Ot intt" 2 subiects, 1 reported having no speech and the

otn", reported having limiied speech' The length of time the

subjects had used Asu ,"nged from 31 to 64 years with a

mein of 51 years. They ranged in age from 37 to 71 years

with a mean of 61 Years.
Nativelearners.Ninecongenita||ydeafsubjectsbeganto

".qui'"ASLininfancy(orveryearlychi|dhoodilt*gcases).Seven subjects had ieaf parents who used sign language

*itn tn", beginning at birth. Two subjects had normally

hearing parenis butiegan to learn sign at 2 and 3years of

"g" 
,"'rp"ctiveiy in preschoolllot deaf children where the

r"'ngr"g'" of insiruction was MCE (Manually cod.ed English).

onE,uoi"ct had a deaf aunt and uncle who lived nearby and

withwhomhe/shehadfrequentcontact.oheperformanceof
these 2 subjects was indisiinguishable from that of the native

learners soihey were included in the native group.) For ease

of terminotogy, tn isgroupisca| |edthenat ive|earnersby
which is meant that ihey acquired ASL from their parents.

The native learners ranjed in age from 43 to 67 years and

had used sign for nearly as long, as Table 1 shows'

Sample iharacteriitics' As previously desqibed and

shown in Table 1, the groups' mean length of ASL experi-

"n." 
*"t 51, 51, 54, and 50 years respectively' A one-way

"n"rv.ir 
of variance showed no significant efi_ects for length

of srgn language experience [F(3,32\ : O'24' n's']' This

indicites tnittn-e groups differed primarily in the age atwhich

they first began tjacquire ASL and not in the length of time

they had used it.
Mean chronological age of the groups was 51.' 61' 60' and

60 years respectively, as previously described' A one-way

anaiysis of variance showed no significant efiects for chro-

tor"ili.tr age [F(3,92]l :1'51' n's']' This indicates that the

age-iratching across groups was successful. Although the

t-."n age oi the groups was older, 50 to 60 years' both

Vorng"t;nd older lubjects were represented in each group

*itn i range of 37 to 72 years, as Table 1 shows'
Inspection of Table 1 shows the sex distribution of the

second-|anguagegrouptofavorma|esoverfema|eswitha
ratio of .67. ti ti4, Wolfi and Brown (1987) found the

preva|enceofmeningitis-inducedhearing|ossinthegenera|



popuration to be greaterfor mares than femares with a ratio of.68. Thus, the male bias of in" .""ond-language groupreflects poputation trends. ey contrast, the native-rearnergroup favors femares, which .io"r not reflect tne-poprrationto the best of our knowredge. io*"u"t, it is important to notethat the recruitment poor-for native fearners is rim*ed be-cause they constitute tess than 10o/o ot th; ;; poiutation(Rawfings & Jensem a, 1977).
The hearing revets of a, the subjects were not assessed buteach subject described him or r,"ELri 

", 
being profoundry deaf.ln pifot research (Maybeny, 1994i, il; accurasy of the subjects,self-report was ascertaineo oyi6'J"n the hearing of 16 sub_jects' Mean and median 

L"*rg-,""itroro *", iio ie 1"u"r-aged across soo, lk, 2kHz, tSO)-f;; the better ear.

Experimentat procedures

ASL processing task.The sign language processing taskwas immediate recat of rong and compfex ASL sentences.sentence recarf *'"r ur"d Jrln" dependent measure be-cause previous research had shown it to o" nid;ry sensitiveto age of acquisition in ,""ra yays (as previousfy de-scribed) and because the present study was an extension ofthese previous resutts (Mayb;r.y & Edh;;6;;Mayberry& Fischer, 198_?.,fne' pr'.nofinguistic ,'"iion"f" for usingimmediate recari 10r eticiteJ 
-imitation) 

as a measure oflanguage processing is ihai recart of comprex sentencesrequires a high degreg o{r3ngr"g" proficiency. The abiritytorecat fanguage stimuri withoJt comprer,ension, or echoraria,rs not characteristic of normaf fanguage processing. More-over' when the ranguage stimiriarJ 'i"g-lii comprexsentences, as in the present stldy, ,roj"&, ,lke highlyconsistent mistakes pbtn witnin ano between subjects) thatyield insights into-howtnev mavtlprocessing the stimufi, asprevious research ltas demotirtr"t"o (Mayberry & Eichen,tt:1iy1b"rry & Fischer, rs89J. 
*- uyrqv.,r'rrv q

Jentence stimuri.The stimurus sentences were eightASLsentences used in previou, ,"r*r"h. (Mayberry & Eichen,1991). The senteT",ygrg tong fianging from 12 to 15 basesigns'with a median ol rlsisnsl-and comprex (with conjoinedor refativized cfauses). Thele linJr of stimuti were used fortwo reasons. Long sentences circumvent ceifing effects fornative and chirdhooa rearners ;;sr;;;"#a, sen-tences of shorter fgnOthl 
""rify "n-A_*ithout 

Lrroi.-dorpf",sentences require a.good gtri oinsl syntax to understandand recat. Finaty, o"."ri" 
-6ng 

sentences exceed short-term memov tslytl,_.p1,. thl'y-must be tinguisticaly pro-cessed and cannot simpry'oe i5ca'ed in a tist fashion. Thestimulus sentences are given in the appendix.
- Tl" erght target ,"nt#.". ;";;
9:*'q*;rigiJ,^:ndvideotao; j."J:::"rf 'lfl jfff,:#"3
were given in ASL, which is-a-separate tanguage fromEnglish' the sioner used no ap"".n or mouth movements.The target s"ntEn."s were nesied randomfy within an exper-imentar rist of 30 totaf r"nt"n"".-piesented consecutivery.n
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Each stimutus sentence was foilowed by a 30-sec intervalduring which the subject responded.
Short-term memory span for sig.ned digits.To compareperformance on the sentence recair tast< viitn a word recarltask (where the wolds are highry practiced), sTM recafr forsigned digits was arso testeo.-irrr prrpor"';iil; compari-son was to determine whether difierenc", in nsi sentencerecafr among the groups courd be attribuiro io p-r"-existingdifierences amons them in srrt,n d;;. ;,4;o5i was as_sessed by administering the digit span subi"rt'o?'tn" wAts(weschrer, 1gg1). Both-ton"ati and backward span wereassessed. stimuri were 14 rists ot sinde'Jigiirin"t wererandom sequences of the numbers 1 to g. Lists increased inrength from twg to nine digits wittr two triars air"-.n bngtn.The tists were signed ov a ieat';",i* signei";-vJieotapeo.The signed dis[s *9ie proJr.Lo at ir,e ;; ; one persecond with a normal fist i,intonation,, 

in Asi-th;i is, with asright pause between.ga.! digit and a return of the hand toresting position-after. the rast'digit of each iiri. blgit, werepresented in sign with no ,p"""f, o.il;";;;;;i.Testing o-i:o_!::e,1.[ ,rOiect was tested inlividuailyby two fluent signers lone naiive and ;;;;-native).s ubjects were tord- that tnbv wo urci see videotaped sentencesgiven in ASL an!]nlru"t"'O to i"peat in sign fanguage eachstimurus sentence as accuratery as possibre iirmediatetyafter watching it. subjects *"iJ warned that the stimurussentences were_,:lg^gd."orpi", by design in an efiort toelicit mistakes. The experimeniaf rist-was p?.J"i by fourpractice sentences. Trt; stimuri*"r" presented on a 26'nchcolor video monitor. A coror viJeo-camera praced beside themonitor recorded the subjectr;,lgn performance.For the digit-soan 
lT!,;?roi""tl'were instrucred to watchthe videotaped signer and repeat the signed digits in theseparate two conditions, forward and reversed seguence.restins forowed trre stanoaiJ prl""oilffi; d;L **schfer' lggl) and was gtopp"i *i"n the subject faifed torecalf correc'y two trials bi tn" ,"me fength. Span wasdetermined to be-the rongesi Jigit rist rength recared insequence without error.

Pertormance Analyses

S e nte n c e re 
7 !!, 

fhetranscription, codin g, and anaf ys is ofthe subjects' senten." ,"*[ lonsisteo 
":i 

,""Jr"f stepsidenticaf to thos.e used in pr"utrr 
-research (Mayberry &Eichen, 1991; Mayberry a Fis-#1, 19e9). ln tne;rst step,sign performance was frst t anscrioeo inoepen;;;v by twocoders who were unaware of the rroi"&['".q,iirition"thistory' Both were highfy pr".ti""o *itti ni, k,:iiot signlan g uag e transcription.-ei.fi .o'i Ji rs"o a transcriptio n cod epreviousfy devetoped for tnis lrrpo.". The code is anelaborated transcription *neli[-a separate and uniqueEngfish word represents each ASL fexicar stem and boundmorpheme of the subject,s ,"rponr".

3; ,U":,flffiJ":""#F"J:",fit
;:n#n::;5?i:?:::xtrfr ::,""9,3,:f :*ffi ti:""l"#;nH jf:

4The data anarlais presented here is rimited to _"igll ""t"nces because of the!ffi ::J,#:S::f,:"":f ,*lyru:3:,[il'fl i'r:dir*Fin:w,
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In the second step, the transcriptions of the two coders
were compared stem by stem and bound morpheme by
bound morpheme in the presence of, and in reference to, the
original videotaped performance. Transcription difierences
weie resolved through discussion and repeated viewing of
the performance in question by the two coders. Transcription
reliabilitywas quite high, ranging from 94 to 100o/o agreement
across all stems and inflections. High reliability was readily
achieved because both coders were highly practiced at the
task and the signed utterances were highly predictable
(being variations of the same stimuli).

In the third step, mismatches between the stimulus sen-
tence and the subject's response were noted and described
linguistically at the lexical, inflectional, phrasal, and sentence
tevels. A code that categorized the various types of mis-
matches was then appended to each transcribed response.
The code was previously developed for this purpose (May-
berry & Eichen, 1991). In the fourth step, the transcription of
each response and its appended error code were entered
into a computer program, SALT (Miller & Chapman, 1984).
The program was designed to compare utterances from two
speakers, and we used this capability to compile the linguistic
similarities and difierences between the stimulus sentence
and the subject's coded resPonse.

As in previous research (Mayberry & Eichen, 1991)' the
subjects' responses were analyzed from four different per-.
spectives with respect to the stimulus sentences: (a) re-
sponse length and sign production rate, (b) lexical and
inflectional preservation and change, (c) preservation and
sequencing of syntactic coristituents, (d) grammatical ac-
ceptability, and (e) preservation of sentence meaning. STM
for signed digits was also anallzed. For purposes of clarity'
computational details for each type of analysis are given
below in tandem with each set of associated results.

Results

For'the statistical analyses, each category of performance
analysis w€ts computed and analyzed separately. Sentence
recall data were analyzed with one-way analyses of variance
(unless othenrise noted). The between-subiects factor was
age of ASL acquisition with four levels: native, childhood'
late-first, and late-second language learner groups, as de-
scribed above and shown in Table 1. Digit span data were
anallzed with a two-way, repeated-measures analysis of
variance. The between-subjects factor was age of acquisition
with four levels of group. The within-groups factor was recall
sequence with two levels, forward and reverse order.

Response Length and Rate

Response length.lf age of acquisition efiects are associ-
ated with problems in the fine-motor control and coordination
required to sequence long sentences (13 to 15 signs in
length), or, alternatively, if the efiects are due to an inability to
parse the.lefcal items of the stimulus sentences, then the
responses of late-first and late-second language learners
should be abbreviated in comparison to those of native and
childhood learners. To determine whether this was so, the
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TABLE 2. Response length and sign productlon rate.

Signs/Response Seconds/Slgn

Group

0.74
0.83
0.65
0.83

Native
Childhood
Late-first
Late-second

number of root texical items (base signs) each subject gave
in each response was summed and analyzed.

The groups could not be distinguished on the basis of their
response length [F(3,32) : 2'11, n's']' As Table 2 shows, mean
response length was similar across the groups. This result
extends previous research by showing that early and late leam-
ers of ASI- including late-second language leamers, cannot be
distinguished solely on the basis of response length. The result
further shows that any processing difierences alrong early and
late leamers are not due to basic problems in the parsing of
lexical items in given ASL sentences.

Sign production rate. The subjects'sign production rate
was measured by timing the duration of each response in
hundredths of a second, beginning with the initiation of lexical
movement in the first sign of the response and ending with
the release of lexical movement of the final sign (Uddell &
Johnson, 1989; Padden & Perlmutter, 1987). Response
duration was then divided by the number of signs (base
lexical items) in the particular response. This yielded a sign
production rate in hundredths of a second per sign for each
response, which was then averaged and analyzed.

The groups could not be distinguished on the basis of their
sign articulation rate [F(3,32) -- 1.128, n.s.], as Table 2
shows. This result extends previous research by showing
that early and late learners, including late-second language
tearners, cannot be distinguished from one another with
respect to their rate of sign articulation. The result further
shows that any processing difierences among the groups are
not due to the later learners producing signs at a significantly
slower rate than the early learners.

Lexical and lntlectional Preservation and Change

Recallof lexicalstems (base signs) and bound morphology
(sign inflections) was examined with respect to (a) preserved
nature of lexical recall, (b) preserved nature of bound-
morpheme recall, and (c) linguistic type of lexical substitu-
tions.

Preserved lexicat stems. Overall accuracy of lexical
recatlwas measured by scrutinizing the lexicalstems given in
each response. For this measure the proportion of signs in
each response that were identical in phonological form and
meaning to that of the stimulus sentence was computed. The
proportion for each response was then averaged and ana-
lyzed.

Age of acquisition significantly afiected the extent to which
the lexical stems were recalled in a preserved fashion
[F(3,32) = 3.82, p <.05].As Table 3 shows, the efiect was
due to the native learners who recalled significantly more

12.19
12.36
1',,.67
10.22

1 . 4
2.4
2.4
1 . 8

0 .10
0 . 1 1
0.24
0.30
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TABLE 3. Proportlon of stlmulus lexlcal stems preserved In
each response.

Group SD

Native
Childhood
Late-first
[at+second

lexical stems in a preserved fashion than the other three
groups, childhood, late-first, and late-second language learn-
ers (p <.05 for each comparison, Student-Newman-Keuls).
The finding extends previous research by showing that native
learners display greater skill at preserved lexical recall than
signers who acquired ASL at later ages, regardless of
whether they are first- or second-language learners.

Pre*rved bud morphemes. To measure the preserued
nature of bound morphemes (botl inflectional and derivational)
in sentence recall, the number of bound morphemes the subject
recalled in a preserved fashion (i.e., identical phonological form
and morphosyntactic function to that of the stimulus) wes com-
puted, independent of wheher the base stem was recalled in a
preserved fashion. Bound morpheme recall was treated as a
single response category and summed over all responses. This
computation was necessary because there w€ts an unequal
number of ssreral different kinds of ASL bound morphemes
represented in the ASL stimulus sentences (.e., classifier, ad-
verbial, and aspectral inflections).

Mean recall of bound morphemes w€ls unaffected by age
of acquisition, as Table 4 shows. This result parallels that of
previous research in'which native learners tended to recall
more preserved bound morphemes than signers who ac-
quired ASL at older ages, but the trend did not reach
significance because not all subjects showed the efiect.

Unguistlc level of lexical substitutions. The lexical
stems the subjects mistakenly substituted for stimulus lexical
items were examined in detail by scrutinizing the linguistic
relationships between these substitutions and the stimulus
lexical items they replaced. Most lexical misrecalls were of
two constrastive types, phonological and semantic, as de-
scribed in detail above and shown in Figure 1.

For the present study, the proportion of total lexical sub-
stitutions (across all responses) the subject made that were
of the two types, semantic or phonological, was computed
and anallzed. First, every lexical substitution produced by
the subject was summed across all eight responses. There
were five total categories of lexical substitution: (a) semantic,
(b) phonological, (c) unexplainable/ambiguous, (d) unintelli-
gible, and (e) both phonological and semantic. To derive
proportion scores, the sum of lexical substitutions that were

TABLE 4. Proportlon ol stlmulus-bound morphemes preserved
acrogs all responses.

Group SD

5-E
Childhood

Age of ASL Acquisition
Grcup

FIGURE 3. The mean proportlon of phonologlcal and semantic'
lexlcal substltutlons produced by the sublects durlng sentence
recall as a functlon of age of ASL acqulsltlon and first versus
second language acqulsltlon (for total substltutlons produced
by each subiea summed across all responses).

solely phonological in nature was divided by the total number
of substitutions. Likewise, the sum of lexical substitutionsthat
were solely semantic in nature was divided by the total
number of substitutions. Using. proportion scores ensured the
comparability of the comparison across subjects because
early leamers made feWer substittttions overallthan did late
learners as indicated by the results shown in Table 3.
Phonological and semantic lexical substitutions were ana-
lyzed with one-way analyses of variance by ranks.

As previous research predic'ted and Figure 3 shows, the
tendency to produce lexical substihrtions of either a semantic or
phonological nature w€ts €lssociated with age of acquisition.
Across ilTe three groups of first{anguage groups (native, child-
hood, and latefirst language learners), the proportion of total
lexicalsubstitutionsthAtwere semantic in nature declined as age
of acquisition increased (f = 13.26, df :3, p <.01, Kruskal-
Wallis). At the same time, the proportion that were phonological
in nature increased aqoss the three groups ff 8.8+, df = 3, p
<.05). Hotlrrever, the relationship between age of acquisfion and
linguistic-enor pattem did not encompass the late-second lan-
guage leamers in the following manner.

Even though the late-second and late-first language learn-
ers acquired ASL at the same late ages, the linguistic pattern
of their lexical substitutions difiered, as Figure 3 shows, The
late-second language learners showed a pattern of lexical
substitution that was more akin to that of the native learners
in terms of predominant linguistic-error type. They made
mostly semantic lexical substitutions and few phonological
ones (late-second language learners! 12 : 135.53, F <.01;
native learners: x2 : 135.53, p <.001, median-sign testwith
Yates correction). The childhood learners also tended to
make more semantic than phonological lexical substitutions
but to a lesser degree than native and late-second language
learners (Xt = 6.06, p <.05, median-sign test with Yates
correction). By contrast, the pattern of lexical substitutions
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TABLE 5. PropOrtlon of Stlmutus grammatlcal constltuents
preserved In each resPonse.

Group
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Sentence Level Charecteristics of Responses

# Crraomatical

""o..- Seoantic Rcluiolts

9-15
[:rc-Scco'nd

1.00

Native
Childhood
late-first
late-second

o.71
0.s3
o.47
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0.14
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produoed by the late-first language learners was unique:
They produted nearly equal proportions of phonological

subititntions and semantic ones (xt = 0'669, p = O'41'
median-sign test with Yates correction). These findings sup-
port the tt-ti*ing hypothesis. The age at which a first
i"ngrag" is acquired has lasting efiects on the way in which
l3nguage is processed in later adulthood.

Becatl of SYntactic Constituents

The degree to whicfr the constituent sfiucture of the subjects'
response; minored x1d of the stimulus sentences (i.e., subiect
or obiect-noun phrases, verb phrase, adjective and adverbial
phrases, and so forth) was anallzed. The syntactic constih1ents
of each response were first categorized according to type, then
matcfred by sequence to that of the stimulus. This procedure
yieldedthe proportion of syntac{ic constifuents each subject gav.e

in eacfr response thatwere of boffi the same type and the same
order as that of the stimulus.

Age of acquisition significanuy afiected constituent recall

lFtg,gZ) = 13.77, p <.0011; as Table 5 shors' The effect was
primarity due to the ndive and late-seoond language leamers
wtrose responses minored the cOnstitrent sfructlre eind se-
quencing of the stimulus sentences b a greder extent than
those of boh the childhood and late-first language leamer group

[p <.05 br ead, comparison, Student Nerrman-Keuls]' This
result is predicted by the Ll-timing hlryoffiesis.

Sehtence-Level Pertormance

Grammaticat responses. The grammatical acceptability
of the subjects' responses was €Fsessed without regard to
particular semantic or syntactic content. Subjects' responses
were judged by two native AsL learners (unaware of the
subject's-acquisitional history) to be either grammatical or
ungrammatical in either ASL or PSE. The proportion of the
suqea,s total responses that was deemed grammatical by
both judges w€Ni then analPed.

Age of acquisition significantly afiected the extent to which
the subjects gave grammatically acceptable responses

[F(3,32) = 4.87, p <.011, as Figure 4 shows' The effect was
primarily due to the late-first language learners who gave
signifi cantly fewer grammatically acceptable responses than
the native, childhood, and tate-second language learners (p
<.05 for each comparison, Student Newman-Keuls). Al-
though there was a clear trend for the native learners to give
more grammatical responses than the other groups, it did not
reach significance.

presirved meaning of responses. The extent to which
the subjects' responses preserved the meaning of the stim-

G3 5-8 9-13
Nativc Childhood l:rc-First

Age of ASL Acquisition
GrouP

FIGURE 4. The mean proportion of the sublects'total responses
that were grammaticillybcceptable and semantlcally p-arallel to
iiie-sil1nutitor subiects groufed by age ot ASL acquisltlon and
flrst versus second language acqulsltlon

ulus sentences in their response was examined, independent
of the syntactic structure or grammatical acceptability of the
response. The rationale for this analysis is that successful
tanguage processing typically entails memory for sentence
melning independent of its original structural form for both

speechlnd sign (Hanson & Bellugi, 1982; Sachs, 1967)' A
response was judged to have preserved the intended mean-
ing of the stimulus sentence if it conveyed the semantic gist

of tne stimulus in terms of semantic relations, that is, same
actors, relations among actors, actions, and relations among
actors and actions. Two judges (unaware of the acquisitional
history of the subject) independently compared. each re-
sponse to each stimutus sentence and decided whether the
semantic relations of the stimulus were the same as those
given in the response. The responses that both judges

agreed upon were then summed and anallzed.
nge of acquisition significanfly afiected the subjects' ability to

maintain the general meaning of the stimulus serilences [F(3'32)
= 14.52,p <-.OO1l.As Figure 4 Shows, preservation of stimulus
sentence meaning in the subjects' responses declined with
increasing age of acquisition across the three groups of first-
language learners. The native leamers significandy outper-
tormeo tne childhood and late-first language leamer groups;the
childhood leamers, in tum, significanfly ogtperbrmed the late-
first language leamers [p <.05 for each comparison, student
ruewman-Xeulsl. The late-second language learners performed
less well than the native leamers but also outperbrmed the
childhood and lat+first language leamer groups [p <.05 for each
comparison, Student Newman-Keulsl. This result is predicted by
the L1 -timing hy'Pothesis.

Digit Span

sTM span for signed digits in both forward and reverse
order was computed and analyzed. subjects recalled on

I



average one more digit in the fonrard than reverse sequence
[F(3,32) = 28.13, p <.001J. Age of acguisition also afiected
digit span [F(3,32) = 4.42, p <.05J.The mean span of the
groups was 4.7, 4.2, 4.3, and 5.2 digits respectively. The. digit
span of the late-second language learners was significanfly
larger than that of the childhood and late-first language
learners. However, the digit spans of the late-second lan-
guage learners did not difierfrom those of the native learners
(p <.05 for each comparison, Student Newman-Keuls).

ln summary, the results of this study show that ASL
proficienry as measured by recatl of long and complex
sentences is predicted by the timing of first-language acqui-
sition. Multiple aspects of ASL sentence processing perfor-
mance were related to the timing of first-language acquisition
aq evidenced by the fact that the late-second language
learners significantly outperformed the late-first language
learners even though both groups began to acquire ASL at
the same late ages. These efiects were (a) preservation of
semantic roles and relations at the sentence level, (b)
grammatical acceptability of responses, (c) preservation of
constituent structure and sequencing, (d) preservation of the
domain of lexical meaning independent of surface phonolog-
icalform, and (e) STM span for highly practiced signs (digits).
One aspect of sentence recall was related solely to native
acquisition of ASL, namely recall of lexical items in a fully
preserved fashion (i.e., both surface phonological form and .
meaning). Finally, measures of response lengrth and sign
production rate showed no efiects.

Discussion

The L1-timing hypothesis predicts that the age at which a
first language is acquired has greater efiects on language
processing skills in adulthood than does the age at which a
second language is acquired. In terms of the present study,
the hypothesis predicted that adult deaf signers who ac-
quired AsL atthe same late ages would show unequal skill at
ASL processing as a function of whether they acquired a
language on schedule in early childhood. The results of the
present study support the hypothesis. Adult deaf signers who
unquestionably acquired ASL as a second language after
early childhood outperformed their matched peers (for chro-
nological age, length of ASL experience, and sex) who
acquired ASL as a first language at the same late ages on
several measures of language processing. The acquisition of
language early in life is apparenfly necessary fgr language
processing to be carried out eficiently in later adulthood.

The unique feature of the present results is that they show
the efiects to be robust and impervious to the linguistic detaits
oJ the language acquired early. In other words, the timing of
first language acquisition in development afiects language
processing skills in later adulthood independent of the spe-
cific type of language acquired early. Thus, adult deaf signers
who acquired a first language on schedule in early childhood
outperformed those who did not, even though they were
processing sentences in a language other than the one they
originally acquired at an early age, namely, a second lan-
guage they learned at an older age.
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What is the nature of the advantage conferred on adult
language processing by acquiring language early in life? The
present results in conjunction with previous.research provide
some hints. The easiest way to organize these clues is to
eliminate those processing skills that showed no efiects and
then focus on those that did.

Two measures were undected by age of acquisfion--ffre
rate at which the subjects signed and the totial number of
signsArords they gave in each response. This means that the
effects associated wifr the timing of first-language acquisition are
not due to problems in fine-motor movement and coordination or
in parsing surhce pattem sfucture. Thefinding extends previous
research by showing that this is true regardless of whether the
language being processed is a first or second one (Mayberry &
Eichen, 1991; Mayberry & Fischer, 1989).

Several measures were significantly afiected by age of acqui-
sition. For example, the late-first language leamers were partic-
ularly disadvantaged on the measure of grammaticalacceptabir-
ity in comparison to the other groups, including the tate-second
language leamers. This finding is in keeping with previous
research showing that the abilrty to make grammatical accept-
ability judgments is associated with age of second-language
acquisition in speech (Coppieters, 19BZ1, Johnson & Newport,
1989, 1991). In the present study, the performance of the
late-second language leamers on the grammaticar acceptabirity
measure was not significanfly differentfrom that of the native and
childhood leamers. One reason for this may be that the grarn-
maticality measure of the present study was quite broad. Re-
sponses were judged grammatical without reference to the
stimulus or sign dialect Nevertreless, the finding suggests that
syntactic skill, by itsetf, may not be the primary sortce of the
advantage confened on language processing by acquiring lan-
guage early in life.

The timing of first-language acquisition showed significant
efiects on several measures of language processing skillthat
are related to memory skill: sequencing of constituent struc-
ture in the same order as that of the stimulus, preservation of
the general semantic gist of words and sentences in reration
to the stimulus, and STM span for signed digits. The late-
second language learners significantly outperformed the
late-first language learners on all these measures. This
suggests that the advantages conferred by acquiring a
language in early life may turn on memory skill, but how?

Of all the groups, the native tearners showed the best
performance for preserved lexical recall. Native lbarners
were better able than the other groups to recall the precise
phonologicalstructure and meaning of the lexicalstimuli. The
three groups who acquired ASL at later ages, the childhood,
late-first, and late-second language learners, all showed
diminished skill at preserved lexical recalr in comparison to
the natives. This suggests that individuals who acquire a
given language after early childhood have processing skills
for that language that are limited in some way. Thus, one
important difference between the late-first and late-second
language learners may tie in whether and how they circum-
vent limitations in language processing.

The late-first language learners made unique lexical sub-
stitutions that were related solely to the surface phonological
structure of the signs they were processing. This kind of
lexical substitution was unrelated to stimurus meaning at the
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lexical or sentence levels. Production of such errors suggests
that the late-first language learner is intermittently stuck at
the surface level of language structure. Other research
suggests that this may indeed be the case (Emmorey &
Corina, 1990; Mayberry & Fischer, 1989). By contrast, the
late-second language learners made few phonologically
based lexical substitutions but mostly semantic ones. This
suggests that the late-second language learner, but not the
late-first language leamer, can rectify intermittent failures in
lexical identification and sentence comprehension.

Why would the late-second language leamer be able to
circumvent processing failures and the late-first language leamer
nof, The simplest explanation is that tre lat+second language
leamer may use his or her first language (acquired on schedule

4 earty life) to circunvent the processing limitations posed by
acquiring a language at a late age in at least two wala. First, the
late-second language leamer has acquired general knovledge
about hor language is sfiuctured in addition to a detailed and
extensive lexicon. Togertrrer these knovvledge sourc€s may help
predict sentence meaning in the face of uncertainty (in the
second language). That is, the'late-second language learner
may be aware that he or she has "missed" someffiing in the
second language and thus actively seek to fill the "gap" by
guessing. This guessing, in tum, may be guided by linguistic
knovvledge of boffi a grammatical and semarilic nature derived
fom the first language.

ln addition, the late-second language learner may use a
phonological"recoding" strategy as a memory aid. Recoding
signs/words from a second language into the first language
(acquired early in life) would capitalize on a well-developed
(native) phonologicalsystem as a means of holding meaning
(already processed from the second language) in working
memory. This strategy may be especially important to lan-
guage processing when the language was learned at a late
ige because late learners are slower at recognizing lexical
items than are native learners (Emmorey & Corina, 1990).
Increased time to identify signs/words means that late learn-
ers must hold information in working memory longer than
native learners in order to compute sentence structure and
derive sentence meaning.

The late-first language learner, unlike the late'second lan-
guage leamer, has no auxiliary linguistic system (acquired in
early childhood) with which to circumvent delays and lapses in
lexical and clausal identification. lf this explandion is corect,
the late-first language leamer has at leastfour major difficulties
in language processing brn the late-second language leamer
has only one. The lat+first language leamer has difiiculty with
lexical identification, uncertain grammatical expectations' an
underdeveloped lexicon, and an overburdened working mem-
ory. The late.second language leamer has difiicutty with lexical
identification too. But unlike the late-first language leamer, the
late-second language leamer can partial ly remedy d ifiiculty with
lexical identification via grammatical expectations (from the
native language). The late'second language leamer expects,
€ts a general principal, sentences to decompose into clauses
and phrases, subjects to take verlcs, some verbs to take
objects, .and so forth. Moreover, the late-second language
leamer can alleviate the increased load on working memory by
recoding into the first language (via the phonological system of
the native language). Thus, the late-second language leamer
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can translate the second language into the first one, if neces-
sary, and thereby access a rich and detailed semantic system.

The present results are in concert with previous research
showing that the efiects of age of acquisition on language
procesJing increase as memory demands increase (May-

b"rry & Fischer, lggg). The present resutts extend our
understanding of the phenomenon by showing that it is
compounded by failure to acquire a language early in life.
clearly, more research is needed to uncover the precise

nature and locus of L1-timing efiects reported here;
Finally, the question arises as to whether the L1-timing

efiects are experimental artifacts. That is, do the findings
reported here characterize the subjects' sign communica-
tion outside the laboratory? Two sources of evidence sug-
gest that the efiects reported here are valid. First, in a
previous study, Mayberry and Eichen (1991) asked subjects

iadult deaf signers who varied in age of ASL acquisition) to
iate their everyday sign comprehension skill on a S-point
scale ranging from "always understand" to "never under-
stand." The subjects' self-assessment of their sign skills
was positively correlated to performance on the ASL pro-
cessing task (identical to the task of the present study). Of
all the processing measures, preservation of stimulus sen-
tence meaning was most closely associated with the sub-
jects' self-assessment of sign skill. The probability is high
inat tne same relation would hold for the present study if the
measure had been taken.

The second line of evidence comes from within the Deaf
Community. In describing the Deaf Community, Jacobs
(1989) constructs a typology of adult deaf signers. He
categorizes signers in'terms of language skill, which he
believes to be the product of hearing loss, educational
experience, and family environment. Jacobs' categories par-
allel the experimental groups of the present study. For
example, his adventitiousty deaf adults and prelingually deaf
adufts from deaf families correspond exactly to the late-
second language and native learner groups of the present
study. He describes these two types of signers as having
excellent tanguage skill because ". . . they had early commu-
nication," (Jacobs, 1989, p. 73). His third category is prelin'
guatty deaf adults from hearing familieswhich corresponds to
the chitdhood learners of the present study. He describes
these signers as having less proficiency than the first two

vpes of signers because "They come from hearing families
who have had trouble communicating with them when they
were little" (Jacobs, 1989, p.74l.His fourth category, /ow-
verbal deaf adults, is not futly comparable with the late-first
language learners of the present study. The language he
asciibes to the fourth type of signer is worse than that of the
fourth group of the present study, namely the late-first
language learners. He describes production of signs mixed
with gesture and pantomime for low-verbal deaf adults.
However, he also observes that this type of signer has
difrculty with ". . . long or involved sentences" (Jacobs, 1989,
p.74r, which was true for the late-first language learners of
the present study.

The correspondence between Jacobs'typology of signers
and the experimental groups of the present study is striking
because each grouping was derived independently by difier-

. ent means. Jacobs' typology was based on sociological



observation from within the Deaf Community. The grouping
of the present study was based on a series of psycholinguis-
tic studies designed to determine whether the age at which
sign language is first acquired has long-lasting efiects on sign
language processing in later adulthood.

In conclusion, the Ll-timing hypothesis accounts for sig-
nificant variation in ASL proficienry among adult deaf sign-
ers. The hypothesis may not have been previously proposed
because first languages are rarely acquired after childhood in
the normally hearing population. The results of the present
study suggest that the phenomenon may be a common one
that has long-lasting repercussions on the language compre-
hension skills of individuals who are born profoundly deaf.
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Appendix

ASL Stlmulus Sentences (Given in English Translation)

1. The approaching man who is deaf doesn't know American sign
because he lives in England.

2. On Sundays, men are much more likely than women to just sit
and watch televised sports all day long.

3. My boyfriend's best friend, who is standing over there, really
wants to date my sister, but she won't have anything to do with him.

4. That man's oldest daughter just had a baby boy, so he's avery
proud grandfather right now.

5. when I was younger, I was very active in various Deaf clubs
that are located atl over the city, but I haven't any time any more.

6. Yesterday, twas surprised to bump into mytwo best childhood
friends with whom I grew up and whom I hadn't seen for 10 years.

7. once when I had a tenible cold that wouldn't go away, the doctor
gave me a new medicine that cured my 1asaldrip instantangously'- 

8. In the past, very few people rode bikes to work, but since gas
has gotten so expensive, scads of people ride bikes to work now'


